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Abstract

This thesis lies in the intersection of three avenues: physical non-screen interfaces, sto-
rytelling promoting community connectedness and hyper-locality afforded by decentraliza-
tion. The central question addressed is whether the design and underlying technology
of entry points to a network change the way people interact with it and the experience
they have. To explore this, I designed and engineered a set of playful physical objects
which function as nodes of a hyper-local network. Information bestowed upon this network
remains within these nodes, cryptographically secure, and accessible only to local commu-
nity members who are aware of the network's existence and mode of operation. I success-
fully deployed this network in four locations across the MIT campus, where members of
the MIT community could record and listen to audio messages using the physical objects.
Given the choice, people engaged with the decentralized, closed network more than they
did with the control (open) one. The messages collected by the former had a more positive
sentiment score and their language was more personal than the control. This work is in-
dicative, but not definitive, evidence that the suggested decentralized and closed network
fostered a more positive and expressive discourse than its control counterpart.
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Chapter 1

Context

I remember a time when the adepts of
the internet believed that it would bring
about a new universal culture for the

whole of humankind. This did not

happen, because the internet makes

information about the various cultures
of the world universally available, but

not the cultures themselves.

Boris Groys
"Towards a New Universalism"

e-flux #86 [1]

"Community Memory" 1was the world's first public computerized bulletin board system. It

was created by Efrem Lipkin, Mark Szpakowski, and Lee Felsenstein and set up at the

entrance to Leopold's Records in Berkeley California. Anyone could "Add" a message,

attach keywords to it, and "Find" messages.

Having to walk up to Leopold's Records to query the community's wisdom probably

sounds like a joke to the people who live there now, and to most of us in the developed

world. The Internet, the World Wide Web and the overarching technological ecosystem in

which they are embedded have evolved in a frantic pace, and as every fast-paced change,

it comes with benefits and costs. I will focus my critique from this point on in the following

characteristics that are being normalized in existing and nascent information networks:

" ubiquitous computing [2] has been translated into ubiquitous screen time [3] [4] [5]

* corporate dominance of the tech giants, ranging from controlling Internet traffic [6]
or undersea cables [7] to establishing contracts with the Pentagon [8] has led to

unprecedented centralization of human and material resources

9
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e the content the network is prone to creating (visual, auditory)

" the nature of the protocol that underlies information sharing

" the location and ownership of the data that circulates in the network (whether it re-
sides on a local machine or a distant server)

* the transparency with which the network is perceived to function

" the playfulness of the network

" the regulation the network is subject to

The effectiveness for ameliorating the informational landscape using some of the above

pressure points, or variations of them, has already been explored by scientists and policy

makers. A recent study [16] showed significant reductions in loneliness and depression af-

ter limiting the time spent on social media to 30 minutes per day. The rise of decentralized

technologies, from the blockchain to the decentralized Web, as I will detail in the following

section, are an answer to the hyper-centralizing tendencies of Big Tech. In terms of regula-
tion, there starts to be an open conversation about revising anti-trust laws to be effective in

the era of platform capitalism and digital labor [17] [18]. Increasingly more and more coun-

tries pass legislation [19] [20] that fines the spread of misinformation, since the promises
made by the social media giants (that their sophisticated Al will effectively moderate the

content being shared) fall short. Lastly, the cultural discourse has made place for speak-

ing about social media and addiction to update in the same terms as unhealthy food and

addiction to sugar or fat - phrases like "social media fast or detox" are now commonplace.
My own approach to whether change in this ecosystem is possible, is to start small. I

am proposing to create and test in a real world social setting a network which:

" is supported by physical entry points that does not have a screen

" functions as a storytelling platform using audio rather than textual medium

" is hyper-local, private and decentralized by the means of its protocol

This project is an experiment in designing and creating a network that receives and emits
information in an analog way, while keeping its scope and scale small. Its main components

are interactive physical objects, the audio messages they contain, and the way in which

they are laced together into a network. How does that change the nature of the discourse,
the experience of those who access it, in what ways does it get co-opted if it does - does it

even survive being public?

11
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Chapter 2

Existing work

The novelty of this project lies in the intersection of three avenues: physical interface,
storytelling promoting community connectedness and hyper-locality afforded by decentral-
ization.

Physical, non-screen interfaces

Physical interfaces afford the opportunity to escape the screen and invite rich tangible in-
teraction and exploration of the real world coordinate system. They can be informal and
fragile, like human exchanges. Previous work that has informed my thinking, comes from
Kelly Dobson's and Judith Donath's Agoraphone [21], a public space sculpture utilizing the
telephone infrastructure to allow people to call into the installation's space from any phone
anywhere. Besides Agoraphone, projects like Voice Boxes [22] and the Marble Answering
Machine [23] serve as inspiration for using voice (rather than text or images) as the main
modality, as well as on how to use physical hand held objects to perform informational
actions. The success of Tweenbots [24], a group of human-dependent cardboard robots
that navigate a city environment with the help of pedestrians they encounter, shows that
one can trust the public to engage constructively with interactive objects. A rather polem-
ical project that uses physical artifacts to explore the black-boxness of today's networked
devices is Julian Oliver's "Transparency Grenade" [25]. A see-through object shaped like a
Soviet F1 hand grenade captures local network traffic and audio and securely and anony-
mously streams it to a dedicated server where it is mined for information, rendering it thus
transparent. Lastly, "VoiceOver" from the British urban technology collective Umbrellium1
is a hyperlocal radio network where citizens can play the music of their choice.

Audio-based storytelling

Storytelling is a universal human need, a potent facilitator of meaningful connection and
intimacy, and has fundamentally remained unmet by large-scale social media efforts. Nu-

13
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merous studies underscore its importance and effectiveness in many different fields, be
it civic engagement [26] [27] and education [28]. Its power only grows when it is carried
out in its simplest and oldest way - using voice, the easiest and most natural interface for
humans to share information with each other. Audio can often convey more emotion than
a text, allows to better infer meaning and social processes [29] and is naturally accessible
to visually impaired users. In the face of the seeming dominance of textual media, it is
definitely something worth exploring.

Next to storytelling, I place the importance of serendipity in discovery, of sharing and
the concept of "letting go" rather than forcing update and content control. A pervasive phe-
nomenon in Western societies is to walk around with our eyes glued to our phone, oblivious
to our surroundings and our "being-in-space". In this highly atomized version of modern
life it is very hard to craft or render visible social connections outside the digital realm - it
is especially hard to do that in public. The word "sharing" has been co-opted (maybe to
the point of no return) by the social media establishment, and has simultaneously lost it's
truest meaning. In the context of this project, I am defining sharing in its most basic form:
that of people using their voice to create and propagate a message to others. A simple
interface that performs a well defined action (e.g. only records and plays back) resists
content update and control, two pervasive habits promoted by the use of digital platforms
that are designed to encourage transiency and abundance.

Alternative networks

Fast, most often wireless access to the Internet is widespread in developed countries.
However, many parts of the world remain severely underserved, or not served at all, due
to telecommunication companies' reluctance to extend their network outside cities, unre-
liable or non-existent electricity infrastructure or low population densities. As a response,
cheaper, alternative and usually extremely creative "low-tech" networks [30] [31] or even
completely offline solutions like the Cuban "El Paquette" [32] have been developed and set
up by enthusiasts and activists across the world.

The backbone of this particular network is implemented using Dat [33], a distributed
dataset synchronization protocol. It is a peer-to-peer (P2P) networking protocol which
addresses issues around centralization that prevent users from being in control of their
data. A useful comparison is with the version control system 2 - whereas Git is designed
for editing source code, Dat is designed for sharing files. In addition to Dat, there are many
decentralized protocols and implementations worth mentioning (and some of them were
explored for this project) like IPFS 3, Scuttlebutt4 , WebTorrent 5 and ZeroNet 6. All of them

2 https://git-scm.com/
3https://ipfs.io/
4https://ssbc.github.io/scuttlebutt-protocol-guide/
5https://webtorrent.io/
6 https://zeronet.io/
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have their relative advantages and disadvantages, but for the scope of this project Dat
fulfills the purpose of securely storing and transferring files in a distributed network.

Whereas there have been successful precedents in all above directions, the combi-
nation of them is unique. Popular audio storytelling projects like StoryCorps7 or visual
storytelling like Humans of New York 8 act as repositories of real stories but do not rely
on physical objects nor do they belong to the communities where the material originates
from, and often fall prey to the logic of the update and social media norms. Decentralized
apps like Cabal 9 and Fritter10 are healthy alternatives to centralized social media but like
Twitter or Slack, are exclusively textual thus lacking the immediacy of voice-enabled human
connection, and do not engage the potential of real-world proximity. The closest existing
paradigm to my proposed idea would be Umbrellium's "VoiceOver", which shares the phys-
ical non-screen interface, the employment of audio versus text and the hyper-local nature.
However, the content bestowed upon these nodes is immediately broadcast and does not
thus remain accessible to the community for alater time or for someone who didn't happen
to be tuned in.

My goal with this project is to bring these three qualities together: physical interfaces,
performing audio-based storytelling, in a decentralized hyper-local and private way. I be-
lieve it is important to experiment with paradigms of slower-paced, non-visual modes of
communication that strengthen community-level sharing all while providing an example of
how a decentralized technology can be deployed in the real world.

15

7https://storycorps.org/

8 http://www.humansofnewyork.com/
9https://cabal-club.github.io/

' 0https://github.com/beakerbrowser/fritter
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Chapter 3

System description

The network is comprised by eight real world, interactive objects that capture, play back
as well as circulate between themselves, audio messages. They were installed in different
locations across the MIT campus and laced together by the P2P protocol in a decentralized
and cryptographically secure way. I will first describe the object and interaction design
components, followed by the electronics and software details.

Design process

These are the objects as they were deployed across campus:

The objects instaled at the List Visual Arts Center entrance The objects installed at the Media Lab.

Figure 3-1: Deployed objects.

I started off by sketching out by hand different ideas for forms and interaction paradigms
knowing that the fabrication and the microcontroller needs would force me to narrow down.
I tried working with many different baseline ideas, not constraining myself to particular sce-
narios. I created mock ups for play testing using foam and laser cut cardboard, attaching
buttons, knobs and dials, in order to have as varied a first output possible.

The feedback I received helped me set up some design constraints. I decided to always
have a pair of headphones plugged into the object - making it thus a bit more welcoming
(the goal was that it can resemble a museum installation), but also facilitating the playback

17
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(a) Sketches

A:
(b) Sketches cont.

and recording quality. This is the set of constraints I shaped for myself - they establish the

bare minimum of functionality that an object could perform. I decided to first aim for that,

and then if there is time, add to it.

1. The object will be connected to a pair of headphones

2. It will be playing the recorded messages on loop

3. The only state change will be flipping between "play" mode to "recording" mode

4. The recording function will be accompanied by an LED that lights up when the
"recording" mode is on.

At the same time, I started exploring how different microcontroller sensors responded.

Some of my prototype ideas involved rotations, some button presses, some proximity sens-

18



Figure 3-3: First iteration - cardboard prototypes.

ing, or a combination of these. I quickly realized that a tactile button was the most secure
bet in terms of accuracy (the accelerometer and the proximity sensor were very sensitive
and often quite sluggish).

The above helped me narrow down the number and scope of first round of iterations to
only a few core interaction paradigms: a button press (involving a visible, tactile button or
a hidden, larger pressable area), a 3D rotation (where the object pointing up corresponds
to "play" and if flipped 180 degrees it flips to "record" mode), and a lateral translation that
also offers the possibility to scroll through the messages recorded.

A third round of feedback prompted me to focus on using a tactile button and putting more
complex whole-object interactions on pause. I decided to play with the theme of "voice",
"audio" and "container", creating forms inspired by shapes of old telephones like the 3D
wireframes in Figure wireframes.

In terms of fabrication, I considered resin casting and 3D printing. After a round of trying
out the former, I quickly realized that making even a single hollow object would require far
more time and money than I disposed (given the lengthy process of first pouring the mold,
letting it set, then pouring the resin - and doing that twice for one a single object since I

19
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Figure 3-4: Second iteration - cardboard prototypes.
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Figure 3-5: Wireframes of objects.
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(a) Final objects

(b) Final objects

wanted it to be hollow inside). I decided to 3D print the objects, using a PRUSA 3D printer'

1https://prusacontrol.org/
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available in the shop, and translucent PLA 2 on the thinnest setting the machine offered. It
took many rounds of trial and error to get the printing parameters right, optimizing for time
and quality of final output.

Figure 3-7: Deployment.

Technology

Each object is powered by a Raspberry Pi 3B+, connected to an external USB sound card
with a built-in microphone. A pair of headphones is connected to the sound card. I wanted
to avoid having a cord but wireless charging was complicated and expensive, therefore the
Pis are simply plugged in to power.

One interacts with the object by pressing a button, which in turns turns on an LED light
and triggers the recording functionality. A subsequent button press turns the LED off and
terminates the recording, storing it in local memory and sharing it via the p2p protocol. A
PCB board enables the cross talk between the microcontroller and the analog components
(the button and the LED). For the purpose of robustness, I designed and milled my own
tiny PCB boards. Each has an LED light, two resistances and a 6-pin header. The header,
powered by one of the Raspberry 5 Volt GPIO pins, receives the connections of the tactile
button, routes that input to the LED and resistances and closes the circuit by grounding to
one of the Raspberry GPIO ground pins. All of the code is open source and available at
https://github.com/Kallirroi/raspi-code.

The Raspberry is running a multi-threaded Python script to handle the continuous play-
back and the button interruption. In addition to that, the p2p protocol is running in the
background, connecting the objects to each other and enabling constant discovery and
sharing of any newly recorded audio files.

2 PLA and ABS are the most commonly used 3D-printing thermoplastics
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Figure 3-8: Electronics.

LED' Pi 0

02

+- 5 O ND_

Figure 3-9: Circuit, board, milled board.

Control objects

The question this project revolves around is whether the design and underlying technology
of an entry point to a network changes the way the network performs. In order to properly
evaluate this, I created a set of control objects against which I could compare my findings.

For the purpose of clarity, I will refer to the hyper-local, p2p network and its messages as
the "closed" network, and the control objects as the "open" network.

The open network nodes' design was similar to the closed ones but more austere, in-

volving more edges than curves - since they were supposed to represent centralization. A

23
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recorded message was not played back through headphones, but instead posted on Twitter
using a project specific Twitter handle (@localobjects). They are also powered by a Rasp-
berry Pi 3 B+, which on top of recording audio is running a speech to text process using
the Google Cloud API. After successfully transcribing a message, it proceeds to posting
it as a status update on the twitter account. If the text was longer than 280 characters,
the Python script breaks it down into multiple threaded tweets. Each installation had a pair
of closed and open node-objects placed next to each other on a table or a plinth, with an
explanatory label informing the public of how they work.

r
Figure 3-10: One closed (rightmost) and two open (left and top) network objects.

Location and installation

Four locations around the MIT campus were chosen: The third floor of the Media Lab,
the entrance to the List Center for the Visual Arts, the Student Center and the Walker
Memorial (adjacent to the entrance to the Muddy Charles Pub). The thinking behind it was
to spread enough across spaces utilized by both undergraduates as well as graduates,
and a curiosity as to what people would record after having had a couple of beers. In all
locations, the facilities were informed and gave their permission for the small installation to
be set up.

The objects were placed on tables (I cut plywood into 20cm x 20cm pieces and attached
it on top of some light metallic trestles) and were installed in the above locations for the

24
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localobjects @Mocalobjects 20 mars
Monica Bellucci

localobjects @localobjects 20 mars
hello

localobjects Olocalobjects 19 mars
hello my name Is Matthew Dreamweaver and I can hear whatever you say

*Tradure le Tweet

Figure 3-11: A snapshot of the @Iocalobjects Twitter account.

duration of a week. There was a label informing the public about what this project is and
listing the COUHES exemption id. I also put up posters around the campus that informed

people about the project, as well as a project website which provides further information3 .

NI E

W33

1. Media Lab
-- 2. Ust Center

3. Walker Memorial
4. student center

Chad"

Figure 3-12: Locations where the objects were deployed.

25
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1. Listen to the Institute

This is an experiment in hyperlocal networks being done by the
Viral Communications Group at the Media Lab.

It belongs to a decentralized, hyper-local network of devices that
has been set up at the MIT campus. It records and plays audio
messages from any of its member nodes. It is not connected to
any other network.

Simply put the headphones on, and listen to the audio stream! If
you wish to record your own message, press the button to trig-
ger the recorder, speak towards the object, and press the button
again to end the recording.

Is this secure?

The objects are connected with each other in a cryptographically
secure and decentralized way (using a p2p protocol called Dat).
The micro-controllers (Raspberry Pi) that power them are also
secure - so there is no danger of your message escaping the
confines of this hyperlocal network. The recording functionality
starts and ends with the button press.

Who can listen to your message?

Anyone who has physical access to the objects. The researcher
conducting the study will also listen to, as well as transcribe.
the messages that have been collected. The transcripts will not
become public, but the insights derived from them (e.g. length
of message, emotional valence) will be published as part of the
researcher's Master's thesis.

Visit localobjects.media.mit.edu to leam more. COUHES exempt id E1102

(a) The text that accompanied the object installation.

% No mWnta m a WO .W dtam it

IewOoiyucJOwsc*W"BauipWO-Nn l

guyw aWBOO "0Com bosulc-.WON W1

001 tFWN 10 U090W*I18M OOW
.Any* I w, now" do in muto

pTWOOoa6B9flgp&hWiM~mftUew

(b) Screenshot of the project website.
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Chapter 4

Evaluation

This chapter is devoted to describing the results in a quantitative and qualitative way,
whereas the following section will consist of discussing the insights derived from them.

Quantitative analysis

I will quantify the results for both network configurations along the following three dimen-
sions:

1. How many messages were collected, including number of interactions and location-
specificity, if available. By interactions I mean how many times the "Record" button
was pressed (which is not necessarily equal to the number of messages successfully
recorded).

2. The keywords detected by text processing algorithms.

3. The sentiment analysis results after processing the text with VADER [34], a text pro-
cessing algorithm specifically geared towards social media. VADER is based on
lexicons of sentiment-related words, where each of the words in the lexicon is rated
as to whether it is positive or negative and how much. The most common analysis
yields four different metrics the most important of which being the compound score,
a summary of the positive, negative and neutral scores for each processed text item.
It ranges from -1 to +1, with the former being "strongly negative sentiment" to the
latter being "strongly positive sentiment".

The table below summarizes the number of messages collected across the different loca-
tions, the number of interactions, which I define as how many times the "Record" button
was pressed, and the resulting conversion rate. As I will discuss more in the following
chapter, it is important to know how many times people clicked on the button versus how
many times they actually spoke towards the object.

27



location total number of total number of interactions conversion
messages rate

List Center 27 142 19.01%
Media Lab 27 131 20.61%
Walker Memorial 32 79 40.51%

Student Center 9 22 40.91%

Topic detection was attempted using various machine learning approaches, but given the
relatively small size of the data (I had to exclude messages that involved ambient noise
and no voice), all of these approaches failed in identifying any topics. However, keywords
were successfully extracted from the messages using FlashText [35]. The keywords are
displayed in the following table, from most to least common:

closed network keywords open network keywords

I'm world

anyone today

love part

people people
luck

truth

one

VADER, as all text-processing algorithms, was not able to detect sentiment in all of the
collected messages. Out of the total 95 messages collected by the closed network, it
scored 23 as having some a non-zero score of any sentiment category, with the rest scored
with a zero sentiment score. Across this subgroup of 23 messages the average score
(0.39) was positive - which means that the majority of the messages had a positive valence.
Since every message receives a positive, negative and neutral score (out of which the
compound is calculated), I looked further into these values for some interesting pattern
emerging. There was no message with a dominant negative score, while most messages
had a dominant neutral score. This means that while the "network sentiment" was positive,
it is a net positive that stems from absence of negative sentiment, rather than presence of
a clearly positive sentiment.

Summary of VADER sentiment scores for closed network

total number of messages 95
messages with a non-zero VADER score 23
average compound VADER score 0.39
dominant negative messages out of all messages with a sentiment score 0.00%
dominant positive messages out of all messages with a sentiment score 13.04%
dominant neutral messages out of all messages with a sentiment score 86.96%
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For the open network, there were 35 messages posted in the @localobjects Twitter ac-

count. VADER identified sentiment in 17 among the 35 (no sentiment was detected for the
rest). Among the subgroup of 17 messages, the average compound score was 0.18, which
is only slightly positive. Looking further into the positive, negative and neutral metrics like
I did above, it looks like the average compound score is decreased by messages where
the negative sentiment dominates (in the closed network there was no message where
that was the case). The percentage of neutral-dominant messages is lower in the open
network, which is interesting since it reveals that the messages are more likely to be either
negative or positive-dominant, and less likely neutral-dominant (than in the previous case).

Summary of VADER sentiment scores for open network

total messages 35
messages with a non-zero VADER score 17
average compound VADER score 0.18
dominant negative messages out of all messages with a sentiment score 5.88%
dominant positive messages out of all messages with a sentiment score 17.65%
dominant neutral messages out of all messages with a sentiment score 76.47%

Since the messages recorded were continuously looping 1, there was no way to quantify
how many times each message was listened to. The interface was explicitly designed to not
present the user with the ability to select messages, rendering the playback quite passive
(but at the same time simpler to use intuitively). Since this is a rather important metric that
the current setup did not provide, I am detailing some ideas as to how to approach it in the
Discussion section.

Qualitative analysis

After the deployment week was over, I collected the installed objects back to the Lab and
spent a lot of time going through every recording. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 contain some exam-
ple messages collected for both networks. Voice is extremely effective in captivating our
attention and coloring our imagination - every pause and "um" filler was meaningful. I loved
listening to people talking to or about the rest of the MIT community, and discussing things
that are particular to it, like the comment about bureaucracy, the wishes about the spring
break, and of course the person mentioning he got successfully drunk at the Muddy!

There were recordings that contained a sort of an involuntary "narrative arc", starting
from someone clearly examining the object (the microphone picked up noise really well),
then kind of mumbling to themselves "What is this? Oh here are the instructions!" and
finally realizing that they were already recording, changing the tone of their voice a bit and
leaving their message. Someone's recording consisted of him speaking in high-pitched,

1 The workflow of the microcontroller consisted of continuous Play, interruption for Record when the button
was pressed and when the recording ended, it immediately switched back playing
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helium-like voice while giggling, and there also were many instances of someone recording
with a toddler, asking them to "say hi to MIT!" and the toddler either obeying or completely
ignoring them.

In the case of the closed network, the majority of messages 2 were expressing a per-
sonal opinion ("I wish MIT could be less bureaucratic", "I love you", "I'm really enamored
with this research", "Art like this, it's my favourite thing in the world") as opposed to frivolous
uses like "hey", "hello" etc. There were messages reciting poems (e.g. from Pride and
Prejudice and a couple that I could not identify the source of) and one instance of a piano
playing (at the List Center location).

In contrast with the above, for the control network a lot of generic statements were
tweeted ("people are weird", "hello world") - in fact there were many mentions of the word
"hello" or variations of it. One interpretation is that knowing that something will exist on an
open network such as Twitter limits the creativity and imagination poured into the content of
the message - saying "hello" does barely cost anyone privacy or vulnerability - but recording
that you were drunk certainly does. What emerges thus is that closed network messages
encouraged first-person language, something that the keyword analysis supports as well,
while the open network messages were much shorter in length, and adopted a third-person
narrative.

This is quite fascinating.

I wish MIT could be less bureaucratic.

Hey it's the guy you went to the Muddy successfully got drunk and now I'm down
here...thank you and goodnight.

I wonder how long it's going to take for somebody to say something racist.

I was just waiting for an Uber by the Wiesner building so I stepped in and saw this,
interesting.

Hello this is Cadence from Aeroastro with my friends at the Muddy, we hope that you
guys have a good break.

Checking out math for people in building 56 on Sunday maybe you should too.

Art like this, it's my favourite thing in the world.

Table 4.1: Messages collected in closed network

2 excluding the recordings of ambient sound and no voice
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Table 4.2: Messages collected in open network

Insights from analysis

Making sure that enough people engage with the installations was a prerequisite to ex-
ploring the central question asked by this project. My criteria were whether, and how, the
messages collected in the closed network differed from these collected in the open (Twitter)
one: which network collected more, did a particular theme emerge, what was the average
sentiment score. Overall, the results presented indicate that people engaged much more
with the closed network objects rather than the open network ones.

Something that numbers can't capture is the "Good Faith" 3 assumption made both from
my part (trusting that the objects won't be broken or stolen) but also from the people who
interacted with them, particularly with the MIT-specific network. The 3D-printed cases were
rather fragile so it is quite easy to break them open and walk away with the microcontrollers
and the microphones. Luckily, we all seemed to have assumed good faith - save for the
people who broke the custom-made button cap while pressing the button (I broke a couple
of these while testing as well).

In terms of absolute values, The List Center and the Media Lab attracted most interest,
while to my surprise the Student Center under performed with respect to the rest. The
objects installed there were the ones that looked more worn out by the time I came to
uninstall - so it could have been that they did not look as inviting to the audience. They
were also installed at a slightly less busy corridor, on the floor where alot of students go to
do silent work. The reason for that was that facilities did not want me to install on the first
floor - had I done that I am sure that they would have attracted more curious passers-by.

The keyword detection and comparison reveals more keywords detected in the closed
network, which is expected since there was more content accumulated in that way. In-
terestingly, my impression that the way people talked to the objects tended to me more
"objective" (even if that is quite hard to quantify) was strengthened by the fact that the
highest ranked detected keyword in the closed network messages was "I'm". For the open
network, the word "world" was ranked as the most prominent keyword, another piece of

3 1t is the assumption that most people try to help a cause or project, rather than hurt it - the success of
Wikipedia is the best example of that.
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evidence for the above argument. The word "people" ranked in the same position for both,
whereas the closed network had generally very positive words like "love", "luck", "truth".

In summary, the messages elicited by the p2p network had a more positive VADER
score than the control ones, and their language was more personal and revealing. My
work thus provides indicative but not definitive evidence that the proposed closed network
attracted more attention and finally messages, fostering a more positive and expressive

discourse than its control counterpart. The mere fact that over the course of one week
(which was a pretty busy and stressful week for MIT students as well) there were more
than one hundred messages collected shows promise and is very encouraging.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

Successful deployment

Overall, I received very positive feedback about the objects themselves as well as the
overall concept. For the Media Lab and List Center locations I frequently saw people
looking at the devices or interacting with them. I was very pleased to see that no device or
set of headphones were stolen, and almost all of them made it through the week without
any components going missing or being broken (I did have to replace a few of the button
caps though, but I was prudent to have printed many extras). A friend was kind enough
to send me a photo of his mother happily listening to messages at the List Center location
- she later said that this project helped her understand what sort of work students in the
Media Lab engage in (!). Another great piece of feedback came from a potential student
(Preview Day took place during the deployment week, so the newly admitted students were
visiting the Lab) told me she loved it and it helped her make up her mind and join our group
(!!). The first important step in the success of this project (attracting a sufficient crowd) was
thus accomplished.

Voluntary pull vs forced push

As the results in the previous chapter show, there were differences in how people engaged
with each network, and what they said. Two main realizations emerge: One, the audience
spent more time interacting with and finally recording messages using the closed network
compared to the open one. Two, the closed network messages were longer in duration,
and their language was much more personal and used a first-person narrative, whereas
for the control network it was usually descriptive third-person statements, often revealing
nothing about the person that made them.

A good question that emerges then is why did users choose the closed network more
often that the open (Twitter) one? The setup probably helped (the headphones were always
attached to the p2p objects and waiting for someone to wear them). Moving fluidly from
listening to recording back to listening felt more intuitive to people, whereas for the control
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network someone had to pull up their phone to see if their message had successfully
been posted to Twitter, breaking thus the continuity of "being-in-space" with the installation.
Along the same lines, speaking to an object, then having that audio be transcribed and
then posted to Twitter seems (and was) overly technically complicated, which I am sure
prohibited some people from understanding how it works and as a result engaging with it.
In addition, the Google API would often fail (it was especially bad with accents!) which by
the way is another interesting example of how centralized and proprietary Cloud technology
can be problematic (it's impossible for me to gear the algorithm towards people that sound
non-American). Finally, I think the most fundamental difference between the two network
configurations can be summarized as "voluntary pull" [closed network] vs "forced push"
[open network]. By "voluntary pull" I mean that a user can engage with the content and add
to it only if they wish to and most importantly if they happen to be in close proximity to the
installations. In addition, a successful recording does not trigger any update mechanism
and is thus not imposed upon any recipients. For example, and while I can not know that
for sure, I would bet that no one would email the rest of MIT on a Friday before Spring
Break wishing everyone a happy break! 1 On the other hand, "forced push": in the case of
the control network, if someone wants to see what has been posted they need to access
the Twitter interface, which is an attentional minefield. In addition, all of the content is
accessible at once, and if someone chose to follow the project account then they would get
a notification every time a message was tweeted.

Open vs closed network discourse

People not only chose to interact with the closed network more, but their recordings were
also different (more personal and longer in duration). The design of the p2p network spoke
directly to the trust in the community as well as the "Assume Good Faith" principle that was
mentioned above. It is only possible to listen and speak to the objects if you are walking
around the MIT campus, and if you know where they are located - something thus ties a
user back to the shared identity of being part of the MIT community, no matter how elastic
that description is. Likewise, one trusts the community to not engage in hurtful or malicious
acts using the network. Knowing that a message won't leave the confines of a predeter-
mined space (digital and physical coincided in this case) means that one is free to speak
about anything, provided that they don't worry about their voice being recognized, which
certainly played a role in the more personal tone the closed network messages assumed.
On the other hand, anything that interfaces with Twitter tends to follow Twitter's norms and
expectations, discouraging thus uninhibited free-form expression. Another point I think is
worth underscoring is that the p2p network potentially 2 lends itself to more discursive
communication, that is recording a response to a message that was just played, while the

I am referring to one of the messages listed in Table 4.1
2My results do not show that any messages were direct responses to existing messages, hence this state-

ment is a hypothesis rather than an assertion.
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open network is just broadcasting a message unidirectionally from one person to the rest
of the Twitter-verse.

It should be mentioned that the closed network does not offer full anonymity (our voice
is part of our identity), whereas the open network does (given that the message was posted
on a project-specific Twitter handle) - however this does not seem to have prompted the
audience to use it less or to censor what was recorded. One speculation as to why this
is the case could be that even if anonymity theoretically provides more space to be vul-
nerable, the nature of Twitter and the established social media norms reclaim that space
entirely. Along the same vein, creating a new platform that does not come with a set of
"rules of conduct" means that anyone can use it to their liking. Its simplicity (one can only
listen or record) also involves less decision making, since one can't query content or fast-
forward among recordings, which differentiates it even more from commonly used social
media and thus prompts creation of equally different content.

Directions for future work

The deployment week was extremely helpful in identifying any holes in the project concept,
design and engineering. The previous rounds of iteration were performed within a smaller
group of people (my colleagues) who were more or less familiar with the project, so I
clearly went into deployment week with having some blind spots. The biggest one was not
communicating clearly (textually but particularly with the physical design) when a recording
starts and when it ends. The way it was supposed to work was the following: a person
presses the button to initiate the recording, the LED automatically lights up and stays
on, and presses the button again to terminate it. The button is thus a toggle. However,
there were a lot of users who pressed it once and then did not realize that it had started
recording. This resulted in many recordings of ambient sound, which also were too long -
more than two hours long. Thankfully, I was paying attention to how quickly the recordings
were circulating through the network - and they were circulating very, very slowly the first
day of deployment. I quickly updated the code that ran on the Raspberry to limit recording
to three minute segments, and that helped tremendously. Nonetheless, and as is depicted
by the relatively low "conversion" rates in the Results section, there seemed to be more
people who would press the button (probably driven by curiosity, or because humans just
like pressing buttons), than the people who followed through and left a message.

A way to go around this problem is to change the way the button works, and instead
of a toggle turn it into a continuous input - so that someone needs to press it constantly in
order for the recording to persist. Another idea is to make sure the LED is positioned right
underneath the button cap, so that its easily perceivable - due to things moving around in
the interior of the 3D printed object, the LED (which is soldered on the PCB board) moved
around and usually got stuck in the corners of the object. The biggest lesson out of this for
me is that people don't really want to read instructions when it comes to interacting with
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something, particularly when that something has a button. The button will be pressed, no
matter what!

Another hiccup was that the microphone was actually a bit too good for what I wanted
it to do - many recordings captured a lot of background noise, which for some people
might be annoying to listen to during playback. In addition, the control objects were en-
tirely relying on the Google Cloud API correctly transcribing the recorded message, and
background noise could have affected that. Lastly, the microphone picked up really well
the "click" sound of the button press that triggers the start and end of the recording, which
is not catastrophic but isn't pleasant to the ear.

I prioritized testing early rather than later, since the prerequisite to everything was en-
gaging the intended audience. That meant that during the design and fabrication phase I
had to cast aside alot of interesting ideas which could have improved the user experience
but cost me a lot of time and iterations. I did spend some time researching how to wire-
lessly charge the Raspberry, so that I can get rid of the black charger cable and have a
free-moving object. Alas, cordless charging is tricky and quite expensive. I am glad I didn't
spend more time on this before deployment, because I am sure I would have run into nu-
merous issues. It still is something to consider though. On the same vein, I am aware that
the design of the body of the objects was quite simplistic and not very ergonomic. Future
work will involve smoothing out the edges and making it more comfortable to hold - very
much like the old phones were.

Another aspect of the user experience that can be ameliorated is the order in which
the audio files are played back. Instead of playing by newest to oldest recording, it can be
randomized, or there can also be a way to skip or scroll through the recorded audio files,
just like the interaction prototypes I outlined above. I can't say for sure whether that would
make the experience more attractive - there is one argument that it would make it more
"feed-like" and therefore against the core ideals of this project. I do think though that some
messages weren't as exciting as others, and it would be nice of one could sample a variety
of messages rather than waiting for them to queue up.

Lastly, a feature of the closed network design that needs to be ameliorated is adding the
ability of detecting how many messages were listened to and for how long. As I described in
the Analysis chapter, for the scope of this project the messages were continuously looped
through the headphones and interrupted for the purposes of recording. One way to quantify
for how long someone had the headphones on before pressing the button would be to
create two separate functions e.g. one "Play message" button and one "Record" button,
which can work well with the ideas mentioned in the previous paragraph (having the ability
to scroll through messages). The script that is responsible for the playback can in that case
register how many times a given audio file was played and how long (whether the play back
was interrupted or allowed to finish).
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Exploring more complex network behaviors

In the Context section I spoke about the pressure points which allow us to manipulate
a network's behavior. For the scope of this work I explored physicality, using voice over
screen as a means to record a message and hyper-locality. However, these are not the
only dimensions across which a network can be examined.

For example, it could be interesting to implement a specific prompt (a question) in the
beginning of each recording, so that the listener is primed with a particular theme (e.g.
"What are the things you would take with you if there was a fire?"). Another idea would
be to create an growing story with messages collected at different points in the network,
by having people listen to a single message and in turn record something that builds a
narrative upon it. A situationist approach could encourage people to interact with their
surroundings or passers by, e.g. "Look around you and smile at someone". All these
approaches create network configurations that experiment with carrying content without
prioritizing whether it will be "liked" or "retweeted".

In addition, a way to render the network more playful, and thus more inviting to inter-
action, can be to define some rules or patterns that govern its behavior.The existence and
nature of the p2p network could become more prominent by providing meaningful infor-
mation about itself e.g. the distance a recorded message has traveled across all nodes
to reach someone's ears, or it could become more playful by randomly deleting some
recorded messages, therefore prompting someone to "compete" for using it. Another inter-
esting network behavior could be to have only a single node actively record at any given
time, a way to simulate slowness and underscore co-presence.

Lessons learned and potential uses

This project acts as a proof of concept that one can engage people by creating an in-
terface upon which three qualities (physical and non-screen medium, audio storytelling,
decentralization) meet. The type of discourse elicited does indeed differ between such a
network and a control one. Given the choice, people engaged more with the closed net-
work, recorded longer messages and their language tended to be more personal. These
facts signal that the promise of privacy and trust that information will remain within the
realms of a community are important factors in fostering meaningful discourse. Lastly, on
a more practical note, something to keep in mind that I was surprised to find out, is that
given a physical interface with a tactile button, people will push the button before reading
any instructions!

The initial motivation that got me started on this project was how to create a "totemic"
object that acts as a repository of information for a particular community or a particular
context. For example, my first thought was about refugees crossing borders and how they
often want to leave behind "knowledge" for the ones coming after them, or on a similar vein,
for protesters in a demonstration who want to verbally capture the feeling of the moment.
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Remote communities as well as groups of people that are constantly on the move, could

benefit from having access to portable, physical networked objects that can record and play
back audio. An example more easily relatable to our lives, I can imagine a building that
employs a set of networked objects like this to tend to the communal tasks and concerns,
rather than an obscure and most likely prone to data mining app from Google or Amazon.

In the same vein, such an ensemble of objects could be installed to benefit the elderly

community in a neighborhood, catering to the needs of a population that is not well versed
in digital interfaces.
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Chapter 6

Closing thoughts

This was an experiment in creating a network that resists centralization and the desire to
scale up. It fights the logic of the feed by staying away from the update, it is virtually offline
but lets information flow, and can be accessed solely by the community that "owns" the
information bestowed upon it. As the results showed, it engaged the public more than the
similarly-looking but Twitter-tethered control network did, and the discourse it elicited was
on average more positive.

However, it would be rather premature to generalize these findings into a prescriptive
approach towards ameliorating the informational ecosystem. Bringing decentralized tech-
nologies to the mainstream is hopeful, but it does not come without its shortfalls. As Ulises
Ali Mejias writes [36]: "the decentralization of resources and the deregulation of property
are made possible only through the centralization and regulation that capitalism requires".
Imagining thus a decentralized Web is predicated by the existence of a centralized Web
upon which it functions. Unless there exists a second Internet, ran entirely by different
protocols, any effort to decentralize will have to function as a benevolent parasite which
can't live outside its host. Technological innovation that leans towards decentralization will
need to be honest with itself and the role it plays within the larger ecosystem it attempts to
heal.

Zooming out of the so far micro-scale examination of the Internet and Web ecosystem,
there seems to be something else that requires attention, and is much harder to address
by technological innovation alone: the fact that we seem to be suffering from a narrowing of
imagination when it comes to how we imagine the world of information and networks that
embed it. The reason why the Cuban "El Paquette" is relevant for this project is because it
constitutes a radical recasting of the concept of the Internet. Can the Western world, lulled
by its constant high network speeds, algorithmic prowess and fixation to the update, even
imagine what it would mean for the Internet to look like such an object, one that can travel
from hand to hand and be lost or damaged? The answer is probably an anxious "No" - yet
it wasn't so long ago that we had to give up our land line connection in order to ("slowly",
except it didn't feel like it since "fast" didn't exist yet) surf the Web.
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A moment of crisis of values and institutions like the one the world is currently going
through, might be a fertile one for this opening up of imagination. One argument can
be that what we perceive as dramatic change is actually not that swift - that there is a
fundamental difference between being inside an evolving system and observing it from
the outside - leaving us more time than we think we have to act upon worrying trends.
What is clear, and what I hope that this work underscores, is that technological progress
mirrors the society within which it is embedded and by which it is used - it does not exist
in a moral, societal or political vacuum. The visionaries beyond the Internet and the Web
forever changed to world by connecting humans to each other and to vast repositories
of information, without making any judgment about what that information would be [37].
We are discovering that this judgment, not necessary thirty or twenty years ago, might be
necessary now. As many have foreseen, it might so be that people want spectacle more
than they want the truth [38]. The question is whether we are creating an environment
where both the information but also the means to interpret, critique and act upon it coexist,
one that ultimately prioritizes network culture citizens over network culture consumers.
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